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‘Even superfluous indicators can be valuable”
“Until recently, the shape of the yield curve was considered to be particularly relevant.
But these and other similar indicators will remain superfluous in 2019”
Indicators are like pilot lights telling you whether a certain condition has been met. There’s a tendency these
days to think they can predict future trends. Which isn’t to say that they have no use. A good indicator
encourages us to think about the origin of what it has detected and hence to try to understand what lies
ahead.
Why has the US yield curve lost its relevance?
Until recently, the shape of the yield curve – in
particular the pattern of the yield spread between
2-year and 10-year Treasuries – was considered an
especially relevant indicator.
If we analyse the historical evolution of this spread,
we find that periods of recession have always been
preceded by a drastically narrowed or even
negative spread. Having stood at 280 basis points
(2.80%) in 2010, the spread fell to 22 basis points
(0.22%) in August, its lowest level since July 2007.
Negative territory. Now what?
If we were to tip into negative territory, i.e. the point at which investors start to demand more for holding a
2-year bond than a 10-year one, this tells us that they are not confident about future economic conditions.
It would, in other words, signal a recession. Long rates are, however, influenced by elements that have
nothing to do with the state of the economy but with demographic and other factors.
What about weak inflation and demographic ageing?
The relative ageing of the population is indeed
encouraging investors to invest in bonds, as are
American pension funds, for similar reasons. Pressure on
long rates has nothing to do in this instance with any
expectation of an economic slowdown.
Another factor to consider is the low level of inflation,
despite sustained growth. Investors are not demanding
a higher long-term return because they don’t expect
inflation to rise.
The curve has lost some of its aura
The combination of these elements –but probably also the Fed’s quantitative easing programme – has
therefore undermined yet another economic theory. The flattening of the curve used to be viewed as an

extremely relevant signal of recession, but its importance has now diminished and it has become just one
of the indicators to watch, like those relating to the state of the real estate market.
All the same, this doesn’t alter the fact that the flattening curve is an anomaly suggesting that the massive
injection of liquidity has totally distorted the markets and that interest rates will normalize at much lower
levels than in the past.
The same goes for some other indicators
As the opinion polls were already suggesting, the
mid-term elections were hardly an unequivocal
success for the Republicans and their incumbent
president Donald Trump. However, the result
shouldn’t make a huge difference as far as the stock
markets are concerned. Based on historical data,
earnings in the year ahead ought to come in at 17%
– an interesting forecast, to say the least, that comes
from MarketWatch. There have been 18 mid-term
elections since 1946, followed a year later by stock
market gains (averaging 17%). These rises were not
linked to the results of the election, since the midterms held since the Second World War have
produced every possible permutation: a Republican
president with a Democratic Congress, a Democratic
president with a Republican Congress, a Republican
president and Congress and a Democratic president and Congress.
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